
The Challenge:
In June 2012, eBay Australia and e-channel conducted a joint trial of advertising 
individual products, brands, models and categories in select categories of the eBay 
deals site. The objective was to investigate ways to improve pre-conversion metrics 
(Click Through Rates) through the use of Dynamic Variables in the ad creatives. 

Additionally, it allowed comparisons of the relative effectiveness of Dynamic 
Variables versus including other static creative elements such as ‘Free Shipping’.

 Static Ad Example Example Ad using Dynamic Variables: 
  incl. buy now price; % savings and offer-end date

Advertising a massive and constantly changing product inventory like eBay’s is 
extremely complicated. Merely maintaining full advertising coverage of the entire 
inventory as stock levels change is difficult enough, but doing so with compelling, 
engaging ad copy to maximise response rates is nigh on impossible.

The Solution
e-channel’s proprietary software, Dynamic Creative™ is the patented (in US and 
Australia), original industry solution for dynamic, inventory-driven ads. Dynamic 
Creative™ facilitates the creation of extremely engaging ads of high contextual 
relevance through dynamically inserting inventory data into intelligent ad 
templates. Any and all inventory data such as Brand names, Category names, Models 
and Specs can be used; playing a role in creating ads with built-in relevance. 

Other inventory-related dynamic variables—those that change as the product 
inventory ebbs and flows—can be even more potent drivers of relevance: prices, 
and data such as the lowest price in a category, $ save-up-to amounts or save-up-to 
percentages, items remaining counts, or time left before expiry.

With a constantly changing product inventory, these dynamic variables can be 
changing almost minute-by-minute, making it critical to update ads quickly, as 
inventory and product listings change. Dynamic Creative™ facilitates this process, 
updating ads, initiating and pausing ads immediately in response to product 
inventory changes. 

How e-channel doubled the Click-Through 
Rate for Australia’s largest online retailer.

People
e-channel has a team of highly 
experienced marketing degree-
qualified and AdWords certified 
Search Marketing Executives 
allocated to work on your account. 
Our Account Team work closely with 
you to deliver the results you seek. 

Technology
DynamicCreative™ is a leading edge 
innovation in the Search Marketing 
industry; patented in the US and 
Australia for automating the 
building of inventory-driven search 
campaigns that deliver contextually 
relevant customer engagement.  

Methodology
Our 7 Elements of Search 
Methodology is a rigorous 
methodology that applies proven 
marketing principles to achieve your 
online marketing goals.

Results
At e-channel, we are passionate 
about delivering great results for all 
of our clients, who include some of 
Australia’s leading brands, such as 
Contiki, Flight Centre, TabCorp and 
Grays Online.
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Remington eBay Deals
deals.ebay.com.au/Remington
Buy It Now Today & Save. Great new 
Personal Care deals on sale daily.

Remington eBay Deals
deals.ebay.com.au/Remington
39% off Remington Electric Shavers.
Buy It Now $79. Ends Jul 7.



1. Dynamic Prices give 2x the CTR of ads without Prices
2. Ads that contain Savings % have 25% higher CTR 

than ads with no Savings % in them
• Including Savings % has a 2x improvement, but only 
when Price is not also in the ad. Savings % in the ad 
makes no difference if Price is already in the ad.

3. Urgency claims have 40% higher CTR than ads with 
no Urgency claim

4. Including ‘Free Shipping‘ in the ad makes 
no difference to CTR 

Results
• Up to 2x improvement in CTR from the use of Dynamic Variables in ad creative—Price, Savings %, Offer Ends In
• No improvement in CTR from using ‘Free Shipping’
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Data in cells are Indexed numbers, not the actual CTR %. These show relative improvements over the base cell in each table.
In all instances, cell sizes were large, with several thousands of ads in each cell, meaning that the differences are statistically significant. 
Impressions-weighted average positions were the same across all cells, meaning that there is no confounding influence of Average Position on CTR.

Summary
e-channel’s industry-leading expertise in inventory-driven advertising delivered ads for eBay’s deals inventory 
with up to 2x the Click-Through-Rate. 

The increase in response rate is due to the contextually relevant 
customer engagement from dynamically creating ads using live 
variables from the product inventory such as Price, Percentage Savings, 
and Deal End Dates. 
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CTR of ads 
containing…

‘Ends in…’

CTR of ads 
containing…

‘Ends in…’
No 1.0     

    +42%Yes 1.4

    

    +42% 3

3. Indexed CTR ‘Free shipping’
CTR Index based on Top cell = 1.0
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CTR of ads containing…
‘Free 
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No 1.0     

   No Diff.Yes 1.0

    

   No Diff. 4

1. Indexed CTR Static vs Dynamic Ads: Price & Savings%
CTR Index based on Top-Left cell = 1.0
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CTR of ads containing…
Savings %

CTR of ads containing…
Savings %

No Yes Total

CTR of ads 
containing…

Price
NoCTR of ads 

containing…
Price Yes

1.0 2.4 1.1

 2x2.4 2.1 2.1  2x

Total

                      +25%                      +25%

1.7 2.1 1.9

                      +25%                      +25%                      +25% 2
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Contact sales@e-channel.com.au 
for a 7-elements Diagnostic Review to see how 
we can help grow your online business too.


